Deliverable 6.1 Smartphone Application and Database
1. Introduction
This report describes the activities that were completed as part of WP6000 of the SATIDA project. This work
package consisted of two major tasks:




To provide software for smartphones to: a) allow MSF users to collect information on the ground (in a
survey-style approach); b) display drought warning levels, both spatially and as times series on a
graphical interface in relation to historical values and with trends forecasted;
To develop routines on the server-side to calculate the alert/warning levels in an automated fashion
every 10 days (to correspond to dekads used in early warning) and prepare the data in a format that
could be displayed via the smartphone application.

Figure 1 shows where WP6000 fits in relation to the rest of the project. This WP has been driven by the userrequirements undertaken in WP2000 and receives data inputs from WP5000 and WP7000. The practical testing
of the app took place in WP3000, providing feedback for improvements.

Figure 1: Project Workpackages

Figure 2 provides an overview of the different services and components related to the architecture of the
system. In the current setup, the server components, ODK Aggregate, SATIDA–VM and the POETS Viewer, are
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running inside the SATIDA–VM on the same physical machine. The drought indices and the forecasts are
provided from outside sources by the TU-FTP and ZAMG-FTP sites. The forms for the data collection app (i.e.
the questions and allowable answers) are designed and then uploaded to ODK Aggregate, which can then be
accessed by the smartphone app. More information is provided on form design in the next section.
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Figure 2: WP6000 components and services
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2. Smartphone app
In this section the smartphone app is described, which has been built on GeoODK (http://geoodk.com/).
GeoODK is the spatially-enabled version of the Open Data Kit (https://opendatakit.org/), which is an open
source toolkit for building mobile data collection apps. This section describes how the forms for the field
campaign were designed, how the SATIDA Collect app looks and the different types of functions in the app that
were used in the SATIDA project.
2.1 Form design
Forms are the way to create the basic questionnaire, which will then appear on the smartphone. ODK provides
different approaches and web tools for designing these forms. The most common platform is ODK Build (Figure
3), which is available from the following site: http://build.opendatakit.org/. There are a number of other similar
platforms available such as the KoBo Toolbox, Enketo Smart Paper, Purcforms, etc. Most of these platforms are
aimed at non-technical users who need a fast and easy method to create forms.

Figure 3: Form design with ODK Build

The other approach is to manually create the forms. The advantage is that there are greater options for
customization. In SATIDA, the forms were created manually using Excel. The choice was partly driven by using
software that is readily available so that MSF could design their own forms easily in the future. The questions
are organized across two to three sheets of an Excel spreadsheet. These include:
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the survey, i.e. the questions that will be asked (sheet 1);
the allowable choices (sheet 2); and
the settings (which is optional and appears on sheet 3).

The specific questions provided by MSF were input to the survey sheet. The choices associated with each
question were added to sheet 2, e.g. defining the choices for single and multiple choice questions. Lastly, the
form title and details for sending encrypted forms were added to the settings on sheet 3. Table 1 provides all
the different question types available and the format of the allowable answers. A complete reference of
options can be found at http://xlsform.org/.
Table 1: xlsForm question types (http://xlsform.org/)

The questions in the SATIDA Collect app were outlined previously in D2.1 as part of the user requirements
analysis (WP2000). These were subsequently updated through discussions between TUW and MSF and a final
set of questions for the field test in Central African Republic (CAR) was used to develop these forms.
2.2 The SATIDA Collect app
For collecting data, uploading data and providing valuable information to the user, an Android-based
smartphone application was developed, called SATIDA Collect. As mentioned previously, this application is
based on the GeoODK Collect application. This original ODK solution has been developed mainly by the
University of Washington with backing from Google and provides the basis for a robust data collection tool,
following the standards set by the OpenRosa project. However, the tools lacked spatial functionality, i.e. there
was no possibility to collect data with georeferences or to map the data. During the summer of 2014, Jon
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Nordling spent the summer at IIASA as part of the young summer scientists program and developed GeoODK.
One issue that GeoODK tackles is the representation of complex geo-datatypes including paths or polygons so
that digitizing functionality could be added. Another main feature that has been introduced into GeoODK is the
ability to view different basemaps by tiling these offline and then loading these on the phone. In this way users
can view the maps on a smartphone while in the field, independent of any data connectivity.
Figure 5 shows the SATIDA Collect app that was used in the field campaign. On the left hand side of Figure 1,
the opening screen is shown where there are various icon-based options. If the icon Collect Data is selected,
then the view on the right hand side of Figure 4 appears. Forms were created for different types of MSF staff
from community health workers, medical coordinators, medical team leaders and one for the SATIDA project
coordinator, for use in the field trials. The different forms were used to illustrate the potential of diff erent
questionnaires for collecting data by MSF staff.

Figure 4: SATIDA Collect app

The map viewer shown in Figure 5 was developed as part of GeoODK Collect and adapted to the needs of the
project. Offline base maps for the study area of the field campaign were first tiled and then uploaded to the
phone. GeoODK Collect supports the mbtiles format for storing tile layers on the smartphone. These files have
to be manually put on the device, or downloaded to the device using a web browser or other tools on the
phone. For the SATIDA Collect application, this was not feasible. Thus for the SATIDA project, a mechanism was
developed to enable the application to download tile l ayers and keep them up to date. The functionality is
provided through a publicly available website, which provides the information in JSON format. At the moment
this is done using a text file which holds the information, but can also be dynamically generated when this is
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needed. Figure 6 shows an example of loading an offline map of the combined drought indicator (CDI) for the
study area.

Figure 5: Viewing a map on the SATIDA Collect app

Figure 6: Using the SATIDA Collect app to view a map of the combined drought indicator
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Another addition that was made during the project was the introduction of charts, which show the temporal
development of a value, e.g. the CDI, for a location which is chosen on the map. In Figure 7, the app shows the
development of the CDI roughly from 2013 to 2014 between the green warning level (no warning) and the
yellow warning level (low warning). The yellow warning level means a situation where the risk of a drought is
0.5 to 1.5 times higher than the standard deviation of values for the date over the previous years.

Figure 7: Displaying the time CDI and warning levels at a location on the SATIDA Collect app

The forecasts and time series are presented to the user through the map user-interface inside the SATIDA
Collect application. After downloading the package consisting of the map, and possibly the forecast, time series
or both, the data are unpacked and placed in the required location on the smartphone’s storage. If at least the
time series or forecast is available, a button is shown on the map which activate s the mode for showing time
series when the map is clicked. Another button is also added which shows the time series and the forecast for
the current position of the user.
The visualization of the data is accomplished with the MPAndroidChart library created by Philipp Jahoda. This
library fulfills the needs for the development of the smartphone application since it is regularly updated, it is
open source software and it supports all Android versions since Android 2.2, which means support for around
99% of all Android devices.
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The forecast provided by ZAMG is an ensemble forecast. Thus the forecast consists of 15 different possible
instantiations. The visual presentation of the forecast was subject to discussion, where the decision was to use
a boxplot-chart to visualize the time series and the forecast. This way the most probable scenario can be shown
and the chart also provides information about the distribution of ensemble members.
For the charting library to support boxplot charts, we had to implement the functionality in the library. We
used the already available candlestick chart functionality to implement boxplot charts with the
MPAndroidChart library.

3. Database
The database for the form aggregation service is part of the product used and therefore not directly accessed.
Since this project uses a standard PostgreSQL database, direct access to the data is possible in principle, but the
ODK aggregate platform offers easy and standard ways of interacting with the data. More information is
provided in section 6 under display of the data.

4. Calculating warning levels and data preparation
The calculation of the warning levels and preparation of the data for the mobile application was realized by the
use of python and standard Linux software. This approach was utilized since TU Wien’s poets viewer handles
the same kind of data, is based on python and the fact that python scripts run at an acceptable speed on all
common operating systems.
The development tasks were done on an Ubuntu Linux machine in order to enhance usability . For
development, the software “Spyder” (Scientific Python Development Environment) was used.
For processing the data using python scripts, a number of libraries were essential to complete the task:






NumPY
netCDF4
osgeo – gdal
math
jsonpickle

The execution of the python script is triggered by a Linux shell script. This script calls the python functionality
and afterwards packs the created files in zip files. The following image is an example for processing a single
NetCDF archive.
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After creating the directory for the files, the python script is called which processes the input data. The script
takes the filename as a parameter as well as the layer name of the NetCDF layer to be processed and the
country prefix, which is also used in the filename.
The python script then creates a new NetCDF file which contains the warning levels for th e index calculated for
every dekad in the past. This file is then used for the online web viewer. To generate the smartphone layer, the
most recent dekad is transformed to the mbtile format, which is supported by the smartphone application. This
format represents an SQLite database, which holds all information of the layer it represents.
Due to an error produced by the GDAL-library, which has persisted for longer than a year now, the production
of the warning maps must be done by creating an ASCII-grid file first. This error makes it impossible to access
and modify parts of a NetCDF file within a single raster image. To fix this, the latest time slice of the warning
levels is written to an ASCII grid file, which is a text format that represents a raster image. This file is the
transformed to a raster image using GDAL functionality through Linux-shell commands.
The format for the files holding the historical values and the forecast values is text files containing data in JSON
format, where the fields are shown in Table 2. This format is very convenient for use in Android applications
and also due to reduced size when compared to xml-formats normally favored for this application. These files
are either manually stored on the smartphone’s storage or downloaded using the smartphone application’s
feature of directly downloading the information from within the app. By allowing users to use data copied
directly on the phone, functionality is also ensured when the application is used in areas with bad or no
internet connectivity.
Table 2: Fields in the JSON file
Field name Mandatory Description
id
yes
ID of the dataset. This is used for identifying a tile-layer even after its name has
changed. Also this has to be unique in the list.
name
yes
Name of the dataset. This is also the name which is shown in the map view inside
the application and also the folder name the tile-layer is stored on the smartphone.
url
yes
URL leading to the tile-layer file in mbtiles-format. This has to be a valid and
reachable URL.
timelines
no
URL leading to the timelines-archive in zip format. This is not mandatory, but if this
field is present it has to contain a valid and reachable URL.
forecast
no
URL leading to the forecast-archive in zip format. This is not mandatory, but if this
field is present it has to contain a valid and reachable URL.
Size
yes
File size in bytes. This is used for informing the user on the size of the download to
prevent the user from downloading huge datasets on the mobile subscription. Also
this is used to show the download progress on the device.
Date
yes
Date as String in format: DD.MM.YYYY this is purely used for user information but
still mandatory.
version
yes
Version as integer value. This is used for detecting a new version of the dataset. For
updating offline tile layers the application uses the id and version of a dataset to
react to a new version of the dataset.
The date file on the next page shows an example of the returned JSON data. The JSON is composed of an array
of dataset entries. The entry with id 1 shows a completely filled entry. The entry with id 2 shows an entry which
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does not provide any forecasts. In this case the optional field “forecast” is omitted and there is no option on
the phone to display a forecast. Unfortunately in most cases the forecast was not available as it did not pass
the minimum quality controls imposed by ZAMG.

5. Testing the application in the field
The SATIDA Collect app was tested in the Kabo region of Central African Republic (CAR) during a visit in April
2015. The results of the data collection exercise are provided in a deliverable linked to WP3000.
During the field testing, the forms and also the application were optimized to fulfill the needs of the users. One
modification concerned the decision to present the weather forecast in the form of a boxplot. The original
approach was to show single values linked to the probabi lity of the scenario. However due to the nature of the
weather forecast being an ensemble forecast, the distribution of ensemble members holds valuable
information. Therefore, a compromise was made to show as much information as possible while simplifying the
representation of the forecast. The main changes concerned the forms used for data collection, which were
modified as a better understanding of the questions was gained and additional inputs from MSF staff were
provided.

6. Display of data from the field
As mentioned previously, there is a variety of different server applications available for use with the ODK
toolset. The two most common platforms are:



ODK Aggregate
formhub

The decision to use ODK Aggregate was made due to the fact that it is easy to set up, fully compatible, flexible
and it does not interfere with the current setup of servers that IIASA uses for different applications. Formhub,
on the other hand, is more visually appealing. However, formhub was not used for the project because:
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formhub does not support all types of information which are supported by GeoODK functionality;
formhub is based on nginx, a web server technology which has not be used by the developers up to
now; and
the hosted formhub service is not working reliably, presumably due to performance issues.

For this and other reasons, ODK Aggregate was chosen as the server platform (Figure 8). The requirements for
ODK Aggregate are very open; in general one can choose from five basic setup types:






Installation on Google cloud infrastructure (Application Engine)
Installation on Amazon cloud infrastructure (AWS)
Installation on Java Webserver using MySQL database
Installation on Java Webserver using PostgreSQL database
Installation using a provided virtual machine

Using a provided virtual machine is the easiest possibility for running an ODK aggregate server, but it requires
payment. The other setup types are also straightforward, and installation software is provided for Microsoft
Windows, Apple Mac OS as well as for Linux. This software creates the necessary output files for installation on
Google Application Engine or for a Java Tomcat webserver (also for use on AWS).

Figure 8: ODK Aggregate Server application

The server application provides functionality to host forms. Since the smartphone application is configured to
use this server instance as the host application, the application can directly download forms for collecting data
and submitting these filled forms to the ODK aggregate server. This server stores the submitted information
and provides a number of different possibilities to use the data. As the name of the application suggests, the
main use for the server is to aggregate submitted data and provide different methods to access and obtain the
data for further analysis.
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The application also offers rudimentary possibilities to look at the data. This includes the table view as shown
in Figure 8 but also in the form of charts (Figure 9) or on a map (Figure 10).

Figure 9: ODK Aggregate pie chart

Figure 10: ODK Aggregate map view
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The application also offers different ways to obtain the data. Supported formats are: CSV, KML and JSON.
After selecting the file-type by clicking export (Figure 11), the server starts generating the file. Once the
generation process is finished, the file can be downloaded though the “Exported submissions” – view.

Figure 11: ODK Aggregate data export

For automatic access to the data, an application programming interface (API) is provided. This interface
allows users to query the data using simple http-requests. This feature is used for displaying the submitted
datasets within TU Wien’s poets web viewer.
The following requests are used for getting a list of available forms, then identifying any uploads which are
available for one form and finally loading the data for each form submission:




List forms: http://148.251.42.101:8080/ODKAggregate/formList
List submission:
http://148.251.42.101:8080/ODKAggregate/view/submissionList?formId=satida_community_health_w
orker_hh
Download submission:
http://148.251.42.101:8080/ODKAggregate/view/downloadSubmission?formId=satida_community_he
alth_worker_hh[@version=null%20and%20@uiVersion=null]/SATIDA_COMMUNITY_HEALTH_WORKER
_HH[@key=uuid:a4563773-f9f1-4239-94a9-655f1c43000a]

The data can directly be used, for example, in web applications.
Figure 12 shows an Open Layers web application which was built to show all form submissions on a map.
This allows integration of the data collected to be displayed directly in TU Wien’s poets viewer.
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Figure 12: Open Layers application showing form submissions

7. Recommendations for future development
A number of possible additions to the SATIDA Collect smartphone application could be implemented in the
future. One of the most valuable would be the possibility to define the locations where information should be
collected beforehand and then use the mobile app to indicate when the locations are reached. For example, a
point sample could be defined or a list of different households which should be visited (along with the
geographic locations) could be uploaded to the phone before starting the survey.
Other improvements could involve making the process of acquiring the data to showing it on a phone more
seamless. At the moment the whole process involves some ftp-downloads to get data from the different
systems into the places where it is needed for processing.
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